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Introduction 
 
This document will discuss the basic installation and usage of Tenable Network 
Security’s “NeWT” and “NeWT Pro”. NeWT is a Microsoft Windows based 
vulnerability scanner. NeWT stands for “Nessus Windows Technology”.   
 
Tenable is the primary manager and supporter of the Nessus project. More than 95% of 
all the plugins available for Nessus can be attributed to Tenable.  
 
Prerequisites, deployment options, an example walk-through of an installation, and some 
initial ‘quick start’ strategies will be discussed in this document.  
 
A basic understanding of Windows and vulnerability scanning is assumed. Throughout 
the documentation, filenames, daemons and executables will be indicated with an 
italicized font such a setup.exe. 
 

 
Important notes and considerations will also be highlighted with this symbol and 
grey text boxes.  

 

NeWT and NeWT Pro Licenses 
 
Two different types of licenses are available for NeWT. These are the NeWT and NeWT 
Pro licenses. These two products are identical except for one major feature difference. 
NeWT scanners can only scan their local “Class C” network space. NeWT Pro scanners 
can scan any desired IP address.  
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In the above diagram, a NeWT scanner is connected to the 10.10.20.0/24 subnet with a 
system IP address of 10.10.20.123. When launching vulnerability scans, a NeWT licenses 
would only permit scanning of the 10.10.20.0/24 subnet. Scanning of external websites 
(such as the www.website.com shown) or other networks (such as the 10.10.40.0/24 
shown) would not be permitted.  
 
However, the NeWT Pro license installed at 10.10.50.58 would have no limitation. It 
would be allowed to scan any host shown on the network.  
 

 
If the NeWT license were moved to the 10.10.40.0/24 network, it would be able 
to scan that network.   

 
Any NeWT scanner can be converted to a commercially supported NeWT Pro license by 
contacting sales@tenablesecurity.com.  
 
Tenable uses a copy-protection scheme for NeWT Pro which is based on the hostname of 
the system it is being running on. To determine the hostname of a particular system, two 
techniques can be used. From the “Control Panel” and “System” menus, the tab for 
“Computer Name” can be selected as shown below. The hostname of the system shown 
below is “TOSHIBA1”. This would be the name to send to Tenable and the keys 
generated by Tenable would only work on this machine.  
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Prerequisites 
 
NeWT and NeWT Pro are capable of running on Windows 2000 and Windows XP 
platforms.  A resident copy of Microsoft’s Internet Explorer is required.  
 
To forge custom TCP/IP packets, NeWT uses the WinPcap driver. WinPcap is a freeware 
architecture for packet capture and network analysis on Win32 platforms. It includes a 
kernel-level packet filter, a low-level dynamic link library (packet.dll), and a high-level 
and system-independent library (wpcap.dll, based on libpcap version 0.6.2).  It can be 
downloaded from http://winpcap.polito.it. If the system to be used for NeWT has already 
had a version of WinPcap installed, do not have the installation program re-install it.  
 
Tenable recommends a minimum of a Pentium II 600 Mhz class system to operate NeWT 
on a “class C” network. For “class C” networks, a minimum of 512MB of memory is also 
suggested. To conduct larger scans of multiple networks, Pentium 4 class systems with at 
least 1 GB of memory are recommended. Modern hard drive space does not really impact 
NeWT, as worst case scans of Class C networks only take 1-2 MB of disk space. 
Scanning performance can be enhanced by using an NTFS file system. 
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NeWT can be run under a VMWARE instance, but if the simulated machine is using 
network address translation (NAT) to reach the network, many of NeWT’s vulnerability 
checks, host enumeration and operating system identification will be negatively affected.  
 
Network card compatibility for NeWT is mostly dependant on the WinPcap driver. 
Tenable provides free downloads of NeWT to facilitate testing for potential customers. 
Tenable is aware that some network cards, particularly 2-3 year old PCMCIA cards for 
laptops, do not work with the WinPcap driver.  
 
When deploying NeWT, knowledge of routing, filters and firewall policies should be 
considered. NeWT should be deployed such that it has good IP connectivity to the 
networks it is scanning. Deploying behind a network address translation (NAT) device is 
not desirable unless it is scanning the inside of that devices network. Any time a 
vulnerability scan flows through a NAT or application proxy of some sort, the check can 
be distorted and a false positive or negative can result. Also, if the system running NeWT 
has personal or desktop firewalls in place, these tools can drastically limit the 
effectiveness of a vulnerability scan.  
 

 
Host-based firewalls can interfere with network vulnerability scanning. 
Depending on how “locked down” a firewall is configured, it may prevent, 
distort or hide the probes of a NeWT scan.   

 
Installation 
 
This section will discuss installation of a NeWT.   
 
Downloading NeWT 
 
The latest version of NeWT is available from the Tenable Network Security web site at 
http://www.tenablesecurity.com. The public is required to enter in contact information to 
obtain the NeWT software.  
 
NeWT distribution file sizes and names vary slightly from release to release, but are 
approximately 8 MB in size. 
 
Handling the ZIP File 
 
Windows 2000 and Windows XP all handle ZIP archives slightly differently. Windows 
2000 requires a third party tool to uncompress and unpack the NeWT distribution. On 
Windows 2000, all files in the NeWT distribution should be placed in a directory where 
they can be later executed. For Windows XP, simply clicking on the file comprising the 
NeWT distribution will launch a new window which is filled with all of the individual 
files needed to install NeWT.  
 
Running the Installation Script 
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To install NeWT, simply execute the Setup.exe program contained within the distribution 
as shown below:   
 

 
 
 
Answering the Installation Questions 
 
NeWT will prompt the user for some basic information such as installation directory 
location, software license compliancy and if the WinPcap packet driver is required.  
 
Do not manually install the WinPcap_3_0.exe file unless you actually wish to install it 
before adding NeWT to the system. The Setup.exe file will prompt the user for WinPcap 
installation and invoke the WinPcap_3_0.exe file if needed.  
 

 
Unless you are running Windows versions of NMAP (http://www.nmap.org) or 
SNORT (http://www.snort.org), you probably do not have WinPcap installed.  

 
Tenable NeWT Service 
 
NeWT and NeWT Pro both require a Windows service to perform their vulnerability 
scans. Upon installation, the “Tenable NeWT” service will be installed, configured to 
automatically start if the system reboots and launched. To view this service, as an 
administrator, log onto the “Control Panel”, select the “Administrative Tools” and then 
select the “Services” shortcut. The “Tenable NeWT” services should be listed as shown 
below:  
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This service can be configured to be launched manually, but the NeWT user must 
remember to start it when performing a scan. If the “Tenable NeWT” service is not 
running, the user will be prompted with an error (shown below) when a scan is launched.  
 

 
 

NeWT Pro and NeWT Pro Demo Keys 
 
The NeWT distribution does not include any demo license keys and does not expire in 
any way. To test the functionality of NeWT Pro, or to upgrade NeWT to a NeWT Pro 
commercial license, Tenable will distribute license keys. Demo newt Pro license keys 
will normally expire in seven days.     
 
To replace or upgrade a NeWT Pro key, stop and exit NeWT if it is currently running.  
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The demo key provided by Tenable will be named of the format “tenable-##-##.key” 
such as tenable-08-22.key or tenable-55-12.key.  
 
This key should be copied to the NeWT installation directory which is normally in: 
 
C:\Program Files\Tenable\NeWT 
 
Move the key provided by Tenable into this directory, and then rename the key to 
newt.key. Once a new key is installed, NeWT may be restarted. To verify that the new 
key is working properly, check the ‘About NeWT’ link on the start page. This page 
should indicate the current license level as shown below:  
 

 
 

Quick Start Strategies 
 
Starting 
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Start NeWT from the “Desktop” or “Start” menu.   The following welcome screen should 
appear: 
 

 
 
Launching a Vulnerability Scan 
 
To launch a scan simply select the first option, “Start a New Scan” on the NeWT 
welcome page. The next screen will prompt you for an IP address or range of IP 
addresses. The IP address can be entered in CIDR format or with the network mask 
following the address. A host name is also a valid entry as long as it is resolvable on the 
server or the fully qualified domain name is used such as newt.tenable.com.   
 
To scan the machine running NeWT, enter the internal IP address 127.0.0.1.     
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NeWT can also make use of an ‘Address Book’ which contains multiple network target 
addresses. By clicking on the ‘Address Book’ link, the user will be presented with a list 
of current network targets and can add, edit and delete them. These targets can also be 
used to select the desired network(s) for scanning by NeWT. 
 
If you’ve clicked on the ‘Address Book’ section, let’s continue by clicking on the ‘New 
Scan Task’ link and entering in the localhost address 127.0.0.1 as shown above. Once this 
is done, click on the ‘Next’ link.  
 
The next screen will prompt the reader to enter the plugin options.  NeWT organizes its 
vulnerability checks by ‘plugin’ and ‘plugin family’. A particular vulnerability may be 
checked by one or more plugins. All plugins have a unique “Nessus ID” and some short 
description information. Here is an example, plugin shown below: 
 

 
 
All plugins check for the presence of information. Some checks are pure audits, such as 
finding an open port, and other checks are for exploitable holes. NeWT labels these 
pieces of security data as informational, warnings and holes.  
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Tenable also maintains an online archive of plugin descriptions, user feedback and 
additional vulnerability mitigation information. To view this, simply click on the Nessus 
ID value, and this will bring the reader to the portion of the Nessus web site, which tracks 
user feedback.  
 
There are more than 4000 available plugins. Each plugins checks for one or more unique 
vulnerabilities. To help organize these security checks, Tenable places each of these 
plugins into “Families”. One of these families is the “Denial of Service attacks” family.  
 
Choosing the first option, “Enable all but dangerous plugins”, will allow all the security 
checks to be performed, except the Denial of Service attacks.  The second option includes 
the Denial of Service attacks and could cause an interruption of service to the hosts being 
tested. 
 

 
 
The third option allows the advanced user to individually select security checks by 
“family”, a group of related security checks, or specific individual checks.  One or more 
point tests can also be selected individually by first clicking on the “family” name and 
then selecting specific checks.  
 
When selecting the third option, NeWT will display a split menu list of all available 
families and the individual plugins that comprise that family. If a family is turned on or 
off completely, all of the plugins within that family are enabled or disabled. If individual 
plugins are enabled or disabled, the family plugin checkbox will become grayed out.  
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For example, it is possible to determine whether Kazaa is running on any systems in the 
network by selecting the” Peer-To-Peer File Sharing” family and select only the Kazaa 
options. 
 

 
The “Denial of Service” family should not be unleashed on any enterprise 
network. It has the potential to crash, reboot or freeze a wide variety of 
networking, server, application and desktop installations. 

 
The fourth option, “Use a predefined plugin set” will allow the user to select a policy of 
certain checks for scanning. NeWT ships with several different policy checks which are 
shown below: 
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The ‘Manage Plugins’ link on the left menu can be used to edit, add and delete new 
predefined plugin sets.  
 
Launching the Scan 
 
To launch the scan, click on the ‘Scan now’ link. There will be a short pause and then the 
target host(s) will begin being probed.  
 
Watching the Scan’s Progress 
 
When a scan is launched, NeWT will display the total progress and a summary of the 
rolling results. While the scan is progressing, the NeWT application can be minimized. 
When the scan is finished, NeWT will launch a new instance of the Internet Explorer to 
view the scan results.   
 
While a scan is in progress, the current list of IP addresses being scanned will be 
indicated. A progress bar which tracks the entire scanning process is also provided and 
will automatically refresh to indicate how close a scan is to completion.  
 
Stopping a Scan 
 
While a scan is in progress, it can be paused or stopped. When a scan is stopped, the 
current results are saved by NeWT and are immediately viewable. When a scan is paused, 
it can be resumed when desired.  
 
Viewing the Results 
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The NeWT security reports will automatically pop up as a new instance of Microsoft 
Explorer. All reports are archived and available for viewing and printing.  Below is an 
example scan report:  
 

 
 
To access the archived reports, select the “View Saved Reports” option from the 
welcome menu.  Reports can be viewed in multiple formats.  
 
Report Templates 
 
NeWT saves all of its vulnerability data in an XML format. When selecting the ‘View 
Reports’ option, a list of all available reports will be provided. These reports can be 
viewed several different ways. Their results can be viewed “by Host”, “by Port” and “by 
Vulnerability”.  This allows a user to easily see the results of their scan. In the next 
section, we will discuss adding your own XSLT report templates.  
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Creating Report Differentials 
 
NeWT can also create a differential report based on any two existing reports. This is 
extremely useful when determining what has changed on a network.  It’s extremely 
powerful to see not only which vulnerabilities have been fixed, but also which 
vulnerabilities are new.  
 
When creating this new report, three options exist to tailor the output.  
 
The first option allows either a “by unique Nessus ID” or “full text” diff. If the 
differential test occurs by Nessus ID, then the report will only show when a specific IP 
address has either a missing ID or a new ID. If this ‘by ID’ check is not used, then a 
comparison of the full text of the plugin will be accomplished. This may be useful to find 
out if versions of specific services have changed. However, it may also provide 
misleading ‘new’ information because certain fields of banners, such as time stamps, 
change all of the time.  
 
The second option for differential report is to ignore the “host is dead” messages. This 
can dramatically clean up the report when large numbers of hosts have changed. Without 
this option, it would also be difficult to compare two scan results in which one report did 
log the fact that a host was dead and the other did not.  
 
And finally, the third option for differential reporting is to specify the analysis of just the 
hosts which are common to both reports. 
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New XML Style Sheets 
 
NeWT saves all vulnerability data in a flat XML data file. It uses “style sheets” to 
dynamically render interesting and useful reports in the Internet Explorer web browser. 
Tenable includes several style sheets with NeWT and is developing more reporting 
functionality, but it is useful to know how to add new style sheets for custom reporting.  
 
It is easy to create new style sheets to change the look and format of the reports.  Once 
you have created a new report format, you can add it as an option in the report drop down 
menu by taking the following steps:   
 

1) Copy the new style sheet into the report styles directory , by default – 
 C:\Program Files\Tenable\NEWT\report_styles 
 

2) Add the following lines to the end of the report_styles.xml file.  This file is in the 
report styles directory listed above  - 
 
<style> 

  <name>Your Style</name> 
  <xsl_file>yourstyle.xsl</xsl_file> 
 </style> 
 
Replace “Your Style” with the title of the new report.  Replace “yourstyle.xsl” with the 
new file name. You will see a template to add additional reports commented out at the 
end of the report_styles.xml file. The new report format will be available in the drop-
down menu in the “View Reports” tool. 
 

Configuring NeWT 
 
NeWT can be configured by selecting the “Configure NeWT” option at the welcome 
screen.  There are several hundred configuration options. Specific scan options can be 
saved as the ‘default’ scan or the original defaults can be loaded. The configuration 
screen will appear as below: 
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There are eight configuration tabs that allow very granular configuration of NeWT:  
General, Services, Login, Web, SMB, IDS Evasion, Ping, and Miscellaneous.   
 
General 
 
The configuration options in this screen allow you to set global parameters for the plugins 
being run by NeWT.  The first option sets the maximum number of hosts that will be 
scanned simultaneously.  The next option sets the maximum number of security plugins 
that will be run on each host.  Some hosts can become disabled, either temporarily or 
permanently, if too many plugins are launched at the same time.  
 
Thus the total number of running processes will be equivalent to the Max number of 
hosts times the Max number of security checks.  In the example above there will be 160 
processes running simultaneously.  It is important to balance the two options so the 
network is not overwhelmed.   
 
Ping 
 
The ping protocol is used by NeWT to check if hosts and specific ports are alive.  There 
are setting for ICMP ping and TCP ping.  If both ICMP ping and TCP ping are selected, 
NeWT will attempt to connect to hosts using both protocols. 
 
Services 
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This tab defines parameters for the services related plugins.  These plugins determine 
what services are running behind specified ports.  A few of these setting are options that 
will override the global parameters that were set for NeWT in the general screen for only 
the Services plugins. This provides a way to minimize the impact of security scans on 
printers or other devices that cannot support multiple open ports simultaneously. 
 
Login 
 
The options in this tab allow you to provide site specific information such as account 
names and passwords to NeWT.  This information will be used by the plugins to provide 
more thorough testing of the enterprise.  All requested login information is optional, 
meaning that it is not needed for proper NeWT operation.   
 
Tenable highly recommends that the SNMP community string be configured if it is 
known. If NeWT can guess it during a scan, it will be applied to subsequent checks, but if 
it can be pre-configured, a very detailed audit can be performed. For example, there are 
approximately twenty Cisco router checks which determine the vulnerabilities present by 
simply considering the version string returned via SNMP. Without the SNMP community 
string, these audits could not occur.  
 
SMB 
 
Server Message Block or SMB is a file sharing protocol that allows computers to share 
information transparently across the network.  The SMB tab has options to provide 
NeWT with information such as SMB account name, password and domain name.  
Providing this information to NeWT will allow it find local information from a remote 
Windows host such as whether important security patches have been applied.  Only 
expert security personnel should modify other SMB parameters from default settings.   
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If a maintenance SMB account is created with limited administrator privileges, NeWT 
can easily and securely scan multiple domains.  Detailed configuration instructions are 
available at:   
 
http://www.nessus.org/doc/nessus_domain_whitepaper.pdf 
 
Tenable recommends that network administrators consider creating specific domain 
accounts to facilitate testing. NeWT includes a variety of security checks for Windows 
NT, 2000 and XP which are more accurate if a domain account is provided. NeWT does 
attempt to try several checks in most cases if no account is provided.  
 
Web 
 
The options in this tab allow you to provide site-specific information about the web 
services in the network being scanned.  Filling out these parameters will enable NeWT to 
perform tests against Web services in the network.  All requested information is optional, 
meaning it is not needed for proper NeWT operation.  
 
One of the options used in this page is a username and password. When auditing a web 
site protected by a username or password, adding that information to NeWT allows for 
vulnerability testing of the privileged access. For example, a NeWT server scanning a 
vulnerable, but password protected Apache web server application, would not report on 
any vulnerability if it cannot log onto the system. By configuring NeWT with the 
username and password to the web server, all of the Apache server’s vulnerabilities could 
be exploited. These vulnerabilities would only be exploitable by valid users, but could 
still pose a large threat.  
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IDS evasion 
 
The IDS (intrusion detection systems) evasion tab contains a variety of tests that are 
available to check the effectiveness of network IDS system. Many network IDS solutions 
use different checks to process network packets and sessions. Variations in these checks 
can lead to situations which allow an attacker to launch an attack without being detected 
by a network IDS.  
 
Running these tests should set off alarms in the IDS system. If an event has been logged 
by the IDS system, you will know that the IDS is effectively detecting hacking attempts.  
If there is no entry in the IDS log, then the IDS evasion attempt was successful. More 
specific information about IDS evasion techniques are available at: 
 
“Using Nessus’s NIDS Evasion Techniques” by Michel Arboi and Renaud Deraison on 
the Nessus web site at http://www.nessus.org/doc/nids.html. 

 
"Anti-IDS Tools and Tactics" by Steve Martin on the SANs web site at  
http://www.sans.org/rr/paper.php?id=339. 
 
Mail and News 
 
The options in this tab determine if mail and news servers can be used to relay spam.  
NeWT will attempt to post a news message to the news server.  There are options to test 
whether it is possible to post a message to upstream news servers as well.   
 
The SMTP tests will run on all devices within the scanned domain that are running 
SMTP services.  NeWT will attempt to send spam through each SMTP device to the 
address listed in the “third party domain” parameter.    
 
If the SMTP and Mail Servers receive error messages that the news or mail messages 
could not be delivered, then the hosts have been protected and cannot be used to relay 
spam.  If the messages are sent without any errors, the spam attempt was successful   All 
requested information in the Mail and News tab is optional, meaning it is not required for 
proper NeWT operation. 
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Enabling local security checks with NeWT 
The process detailed below will allow you to perform local security checks on UNIX and 
Linux systems.  Local security checks on Windows-based systems will be configured 
from the SMB tab of the NeWT Configuration screen. 
 
To enable local security checks, the idea is to:  

• Create a SSH private/public key pair for NeWT to use  
• Create a user account on every system for which you want to perform a local scan  
• Copy the SSH public key that NeWT will use in the directory of the new user  
• Tell NeWT to use this SSH private and public keys and perform the scan  

Generating a SSH public key & private key 
The first step is to generate a private/public key pair for the NeWT system to use.  This 
key pair can be generated from any of your Unix/Linux systems, using any user account.   
To generate the key pair, use ssh-keygen and save the key in a safe place. (the following 
example the keys are generated on a Red Hat ES 3 install) 

# ssh-keygen -t dsa 
Generating public/private dsa key pair. 
Enter file in which to save the key (/Users/test/.ssh/id_dsa): 
/home/test/NeWT/ssh_key 
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):  
Enter same passphrase again: 
Your identification has been saved in  
/home/test/NeWT/ssh_key. 
Your public key has been saved in  
/home/test/NeWT/ssh_key.pub. 
The key fingerprint is: 
06:4a:fd:76:ee:0f:d4:e6:4b:74:84:9a:99:e6:12:ea  

 
As seen in the example above, two files created:  

/home/test/NeWT/ssh_key is the private SSH key. Do not transfer this file to any system other than 
the one running your NeWT client.  

/home/test/NeWT/ssh_key.pub is the public SSH key. This file will be distributed to every 
system you want to perform local security check scans on using NeWT.  

When ssh-keygen asks you for a passphrase, you may want to enter return twice (i.e.: do 
not set any passphrase). For this example, we will not use a passphrase.  
 
In order to more easily manage the public and private key files, you may wish to copy 
both of them to the main NeWT application directory on the system running NeWT 
(\Program Files\Tenable\NeWT by default), and then copy the public key to the target 
systems as needed.  
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Creating a user account and setting up the SSH key 
On every target system to be scanned using local security checks, create a new user 
account dedicated to NeWT.  This user account must have exactly the same name on all 
systems.  For the purposes of this document, we will call this user newt, but you can use 
any name. 

Once the account is created for the user (using adduser or any utility that the system 
provides you with), make sure that the account has no valid password set (you will have 
to edit /etc/passwd with ‘vi’ or 'vipw' and change the password entry to an asterix (*). 

You must also create the directory under this new account’s home directory to hold the 
public key.  For this exercise, the directory will be /home/newt/.ssh.  Example is provided 
below: 

# vipw 
(...) 
newt:*:502:502::0:0:newt Test Account:/home/newt:/bin/bash 
(...) 
# cd /home/newt 
# mkdir .ssh 

 

Now that the user account is created, you must transfer the key to the system and place it 
in the appropriate directory.  Finally, you must set the correct permissions: 

Example:  

From the system containing the keys, secure copy the public key to system that will be 
scanned for host checks:  

# scp ssh_key.pubroot@192.1.1.44:/home/newt/.ssh/authorized_keys (192.1.1.44 is the 
example remote system that will be tested with the host based checks)  

# scp ssh_key.pub root@192.1.1.44:/home/newt/.ssh/authorized_keys 

 

 

You can also copy the file from the system on which NeWT is installed.  Note that the 
file on the target system must be named ‘authorized_keys’ 

Return to the system housing the public key.  
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Set the permissions on both the /home/newt/.ssh directory, as well as the authorized_keys 
file. 

 

 
# chown -R newt:newt ~newt/.ssh/ 
# chmod 0600 ~newt/.ssh/authorized_keys 
# chmod 0700 ~newt/.ssh/ 

 
Repeat this process on all systems that will be tested for SSH checks (starting at 
“Creating a user account and setting up the SSH key” above). 

Configuring NeWT for SSH Checks 
If you have not already done so, secure copy the private and public key files to the system 
that NeWT installed. 
 
 

 
 

Open NeWT as seen above and select Configure NeWT. 
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From the NeWT Configuration screen, select the Login tab.  

• For the item “Add the SSH user name:” enter the name of the account that is 
dedicated to NeWT on each of the scan target systems. 

• For the item “Add the SSH public key to user:” click on the Browse… button and 
locate the public key file on the local system. 

• For the item “Add the SSH private key to user:” click on the Browse… button and 
locate the private key file on the local system. 

 
At this point, click on Save All at the bottom of the window and configuration should be 
complete. 
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Select New Scan Task & add IP of system to scan. When IP is entered, select, Next. 
 

  
 

Select “Enable all but dangerous plugins (Recommended). & select Scan now.  
  

 
SSH checks are also included in Enable all but dangerous plugins (Recommended), Enable all 
plugins (Even dangerous plugins are enabled.) & Define my own set of plugins (for advanced 
user) 
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Update Plugins 
 
NeWT has thousands of plugins (or scripts) that test for network and host vulnerabilities.  
New vulnerabilities are regularly being discovered and new plugins are developed to 
detect these vulnerabilities.  NeWT has an update wizard that will automatically retrieve 
the latest computer vulnerability plugins with one simple step. 
 
To view the most recent plugin checks produced by Tenable and the Nessus community, 
please visit the web at:  
 
http://www.nessus.org/scripts.php 
 
As a general rule, you should update your vulnerability plugins each time you perform a 
scan.  
 

Upgrading NeWT with New Releases 
 
As newer versions of NeWT are released by Tenable, upgrading is accomplished with a 
full re-installation. To upgrade, the older version of NeWT must be completely un-
installed. All previous vulnerability scan reports will be saved and will not be deleted. 
After the new version of NeWT is installed, they will still be available for viewing.    

Importing Scan Data 
 
NeWT can be used to import vulnerability data from existing Nessus, NeWT or 
Lightning Console scans. To import a scan, while viewing reports, choose the ‘Import 
Report’ function as shown below: 
 

 
 
This will present the user with an opportunity to import a text file formatted for either 
NeWT’s .xml or Nessus’s .nbe or .nsr formats. The form also asks the user to provide a 
name to describe the imported data. Once the data has been imported, it will be available 
to perform differential scan reports, as well as to be viewed as if it were conducted by the 
NeWT scanner.  

Using Custom Vulnerability Checks 
 
NeWT can make use of any custom NASL vulnerability scripts that have been written 
independently of the Nessus project. Tenable encourages NeWT users to submit their 
plugin checks to the project. Tenable will make every effort to either maintain the 
author’s original copyright, or hide the author’s identity. While writing custom plugins, 
Tenable also urges the users of NeWT to comply with the NASL language and can refer 
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to the “NASL 2 Reference Manual” (http://www.nessus.org/doc/nasl2_reference.pdf) for 
examples of the API in action.  
 
To install custom NASL scripts into NeWT, simply copy the desired script(s) to the 
\users\admin\plugins\ directory within the NeWT program directory. Once the plugins 
are located there, the user can either attempt to manually update the plugins from the 
NeWT interface, or at the command line, run the build.exe program. To verify that the 
new plugins have been imported to NeWT, choose to launch a new scan task, select to 
define your own set of plugins, and then locate your new plugin(s) in the specific family 
they are located in. 

Sharing NeWT Reports with other Users 
 
It may be very useful to save a specific NeWT report and email it to a customer, 
administrator or supervisor.  
 
Web Archives 
 
An easy way to do this is to save a report as a Microsoft Web Archive .mht file. While 
viewing a report, which has been rendered in HTML, the Internet Explorer browser can 
save all of the text, layout and images in a single file known as a “web archive”. This 
archive can be easily emailed, shared and viewed on other Windows systems. Web 
archives can be opened by many web browsers and also by recent versions of Microsoft 
Word and PowerPoint. 
 
Raw HTML  
 
While viewing a report, the direct HTML and images can be saved. This format is not 
idea though as the data is spread between a .html file and a sub-directory named based on 
the saved file name and that contains the images and content style sheets for the report.  
 
Printing to PDF 
 
Although not directly supported by NeWT, if the system which has NeWT installed on it 
also has a PDF print server, the actual report can be ‘printed’ to a PDF file. This file can 
then be shared across any operating system which has a PDF viewer installed.  
 
XML Output 
 
Each NeWT report is available in raw XML form. This can be imported into Microsoft 
Office 2003 Excel and newer releases for manipulation and analysis. 

Working with the Lightning Console 
 
What is the Lightning Console? 
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Tenable Network Security offers an enterprise vulnerability and security management 
tool named the ‘Lightning Console”. This tool allows multiple NeWT, NeWT Pro or 
Nessus vulnerability scanners to be used in conjunction to scan small and large networks 
on a periodic basis.  
 
The Console allows for multiple users and administrators with different security levels to 
share vulnerability information, prioritize vulnerabilities, show which network assets 
have critical security issues, make recommendations to system administrators for fixing 
these security issues and to track when the vulnerabilities are mitigated. Lightning also 
receives data from many leading intrusion detection systems such as Snort and ISS.  
 
Lightning can also receive passive vulnerability information from Tenable’s NeVO 
vulnerability monitor such that end users can discover new hosts, applications, 
vulnerabilities and intrusions without the need for active scanning with Nessus or NeWT. 
 
Configuring NeWT Pro to listen as a Network Daemon 
 
Both NeWT and NeWT Pro can be configured to communicate with the Lightning 
Console. To do this, we need to complete two tasks. We need to add an account for the 
Lightning Console to log into NeWT with, and then we need to enable NeWT to listen to 
inbound network connections from the Console as well. By default, NeWT only listens to 
localhost connections and we need to configure it to be bound to a specific network 
interface.  
 
Adding User Accounts 
 
To manage the user accounts for NeWT, invoke the ‘User Management’ tool which is 
accessible from the Start button by following the Start / All Programs / Tenable Network 
Security / Tenable NeWT series of options as shown below:  
 

 
 
 
Please note that user accounts for NeWT refer to a specific username and password to be 
used by the Lightning Console to log in remotely to launch scans and retrieve 
vulnerability data. 
 
Choose a unique username and password to be used by the Lightning Console and keep it 
handy when adding this NeWT to it.  
 
Configuring the Lightning Console 
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At the Lightning Console, a “Nessus Server” can be added through the administration 
interface. Within this interface, the IP address of the NeWT scanner and the associated 
network range(s) are specified. An example screen shot of the Lightning interface is 
shown below: 
 

 
 
The Lightning Console will refer to the NeWT scanner as a ‘Nessus Server’. When 
working with the Lightning Console, NeWT and Nessus are compatible and should be 
treated as the same type of scanner.  
 
Enabling Network Connections  
 
To allow a remote connection to NeWT from the Lightning Console, run the “Scan 
Server Configuration” tool. This tool allows the port and bound interface of the NeWT 
daemon to be configured. By default, the NeWT daemon listens to connections on 
localhost (127.0.0.1) and port 1241.  
 
To enable connectivity from the Lightning Console, NeWT must be configured to listen 
for connections either on one network interface, or any interface. Type in the IP address 
of the NeWT network interface it should be bound to.  
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• If your server only has one IP address and network card, then type in that IP 
address.  

• If your server has multiple IP addresses and you only want it to listen for 
connections on port 1241 on one of those, type in the IP address of that interface. 

• If your server has multiple IP addresses and you want it to listen on all interfaces, 
use an IP address of 0.0.0.0. 

 
Here are two screen shots of the “Scan Server Configuration” tool. They both have been 
bound to all network cards with an IP address of 0.0.0.0, and they are both listening on 
port 1241.  
 
The image on the left with the red indicator shows that the “Tenable NeWT” service is 
not running. Clicking on that button will prompt the use with an option to start the 
service. If this is attempted, the indicator will turn yellow and then green if successful. 
 

    
 

Any change to the information in the dialogue box of the ‘Scan Server Configuration” 
tool will also prompt the user to see if they want to restart the “Tenable NeWT” service.  
 
To verify that NeWT is indeed listening on port 1241, from the Windows command line 
use the netstat –an command as shown below:  
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Notice that the fifth TCP line contains “0.0.0.0:1241” which means a server is listening 
on that port.  
 
Host-Based Firewalls 
 
If your are NeWT or NeWT Pro server is configured with a local firewall such as Zone 
Alarm, Sygate, BlackICE, the Windows XP firewall or any other, it is required that 
connections be opened from the Lightning Console’s IP address. 
 
By default, port 1241 is used. On Microsoft XP service pack 2 systems, running the 
“Security Center” icon available in the Control Panel will present the user with the 
opportunity to manage the ‘Windows Firewall’ settings. To open up port 1241, choose 
the ‘Exceptions’ tab, and then add port 1241 to the list.  
  
Using NeWT and NeWT Pro with Lightning 
 
Although NeWT and NeWT Pro scanners can both be connected to the Lightning 
Console, NeWT licenses will still only be able to scan their local Class C subnet. 

Command Line Mode 
 
NeWT can be launched from the DOS command line mode. To do this, simply execute 
the NeWTCmd.exe file as shown below: 
 

 
 
This will cause a scan to be executed, but will not invoke the newtd.exe file. The NeWT 
daemon must already be running in order for the command line mode to proceed.  
 
In addition, there is an executable named updatecmd.exe which can be used to script the 
downloading and updating of vulnerability checks. Simply running this command will 
download the latest vulnerability checks and configure them for use by NeWT. 
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For Further Information 
 
Please feel free to contact either email below, or visit our web site at 
http://www.tenablesecurity.com. 
 
sales@tenablesecurity.com 
 
Also From Tenable 
 

• NeVO Passive Scanner – 100% passive vulnerability analysis. NeVO “sniffs” 
your vulnerability and network information directly from network traffic. 
Available for Windows XP, RedHat Linux and FreeBSD. 

• Lightning Console – Enterprise security management. Schedule scans, manage 
distributed Nessus, NeWT and NeVO scanners, and manage vulnerabilities, track 
security remediation actions, executive reporting, and intrusion detection event 
correlation. Available for RedHat Linux. 

• Thunder Log Aggregator – Allows the Lightning Console to aggregate, 
normalize, analyze and report about firewall, honey-pot, router, server, web 
access, intrusion detection, operating system and application logs. Available for 
RedHat Linux.  


